“fiCFO’s strategically orchestrated programs give me the unique opportunity to have in-depth discussions on specific, timely and relevant business matters with other members which is helpful and inspiring. fiCFO, thank you for truly being Florida’s most powerful & trusted CFO network.”

Chuck Dannewitz  
CFO, Tech Data  
Public Co. | $37BN | Clearwater, FL

“fiCFO provides me access to an established group of financial leaders in a variety of industries. fiCFO meetings deliver a safe, comfortable environment for CFOs to have open, honest discussions exchanging best practices and ideas which have proven to be an invaluable resource within my own organization.”

Dawn Peterson  
CFO, I-CON Systems  
Private Co. | Orlando, FL

“I thoroughly appreciate and value the unique opportunity fiCFO provides making it possible for me to connect with my direct peers, gain valuable insight from other fiCFO members and partners as well as having a bit of fun along the way! Thank you fiCFO for making this trusted forum available to CFOs like me!”

Steve Wilder  
CFO, City Furniture  
Private Co. | Fort Lauderdale, FL

“Given how busy we become in our daily business lives and how focused we are with our own company and industry priorities, I value how fiCFO provides a secure environment where I can hear other perspectives and learn of new and different ways to think about things from a diverse group of financial and business experts.”

Tony Park  
CFO, Fidelity National Financial  
Public Co. | $13BN | Jacksonville, FL

“I’ve found tremendous value through fiCFO’s proven platform in connecting with finance executives from different industries sharing insights on current issues impacting today’s CFOs. fiCFO’s unique nature of being member-only alongside relevant topics provides great strategic and business experience.”

Lourdes Pineda  
CFO, Crystal Cruises  
Private Co. | Miami, FL

“fiCFO has a phenomenal group of finance executives that presents an excellent networking opportunity. Their programs are always well organized, delivered by CFO’s and always current, important topics of interest for CFO’s.”

Greg Thompson  
CFO, KEMET  
Public Co. | $1.4BN | Fort Lauderdale, FL

“Connecting Florida’s Premier CFO Community to Learn, Share and Grow!”